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In Courthouse Green we are
Each class needs 1 boy and 1 girl to
run for Year Representatives in a
restarting our JLT and after half
CourtHOUSEs of Parliament
term we are going to re-elect our
election after half term where every
members. This means if you want to
year group will elect 1 boy and 1 girl
be a JLT representative you have to
from your whole year group.
get chosen by your class.
Each week they will be responsible
for feeding back and collecting any
Interestingly, we are involving year
ideas you have for JLT.
1, year 2 and also reception.
Questions:
What qualities do the representatives for your year group need? What would you
like to change?
Why is it important to have everyone’s voice heard?

Happening in Coventry

Police are trying to clamp down on the dangerous
parking around the city. There has been pictures
over the internet of badly parked cars all round
Coventry. If you take pictures and show the
Police you will get money as a reward.

Questions: What makes the parking so bad?
Is it good to tell the Police about dangerous
parking?
What if it got these people into trouble?
Why is it important to park safely?

HAPPENING IN THE UK

The Queen has been seated on the throne for
65 years now. She celebrated the Saphire
jubilee on the 6th Febuary 2017.The Queen
has become the first British monarch to reach
the Saphire jubilee. In one of the Queens
portraits she was wearing a neckless made out
of 16 large oblong saphires.
Questions:
Why do you think we need a Queen?
Why is the Queen important? What is the her
job? What would you ask the Queen if you
could ask her anything? What would you
change if you were the Queen?

Happening in the world

The Six Nations rugby championship has
kicked off and over the next few weeks
you're probably going to be hearing about it
a lot on the news. Six different countries in
Europe are playing against each other.
Ruby was first played in Rugby school
which is nearby.
Questions
Do you like Rugby?
How can you get better as working as a team?
Who do you support? How should you act if
the other countries win?

